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Do You “Share” Stuff On 
Facebook?
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I found this  
picture on 
Facebook.



What Happens When You 
“Share” On Facebook?
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How Gullible Are You?
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When we are “prideful” 
we become vulnerable 

and will share.



Guard Your Personal Info!
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“I Wish He Would (Just) 
Tell Me How To Use 

My iPhone!”
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Message to Tom:



What Is This?
Lest we forget what we are holding in our hands…
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Call, Text, Email Me
Don’t Hesitate!!!!!!
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My web site is on the top of my business  
card.  Use the web address to see the  

slides that I present today!



iPhone, iPad & Mac
Basics 

Sept. 2, 2021

Welcome
to the 

Abilene Mac Users Group!
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A class for all levels of understanding!



My Slides Are Available.   Go to tommillermachelp.com and click 
on “Blog”.
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This is a learning class…somethings may be new to you.  
Learning (a foreign language) is not easy.

Look for “Blog”!

tommillermachelp.com

http://tommillermachelp.com


Disclaimer(s)!
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1.  I can be wrong and am many times. 

2.  I don’t have all the answers. 

3.  Like you, I struggle with learning new stuff. 

4.  Yet, I love the challenge of learning new things. 

5. I am eager to see what’s new in the newest IOS. 

6.   Wow! Can I be blindsided!



Mistakes iPhone & iPad Users Make!
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 1.  Answering a “robo” call rather than letting “unknown” calls going to voicemail. 

2.  Opening email and messages from friends or unknown sender and clicking on links. 

3.  Sharing things you find interesting on Facebook (or anyplace else). 

4.  Failure to clean your iPhone.  Not just the exterior but the charging port and the speakers (camera and flashlight). 

5.  The debate over the “App Switcher”.  Close all open apps. 

6.  Too many apps refreshing in the background. 

7.  Offload or delete unused apps.   

8.  Forgetting to delete unused subscriptions. 

9.  Failure to clear “history and website data”.



Are You Still Answering Calls From 
Numbers You Don’t Recognize?

Robo Calls Prey On Seniors Using 
Intimidation and Fear!
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Don’t answer! 
Don’t click! 

Don’t respond! 
Don’t lose sleep! 

Don’t divulge personal info! 
Don’t forget scammers are 

out to get you!



“Hey, Siri, Turn On The Flashlight”
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“Hey, Siri, Make a Note”
“Hey, Siri, Turn Up The Volume”

Find and Open an App.
Post a message to Facebook or Twitter.

She can do math.
She can do conversions.

Find and Open a setting in the Settings app..

Don’t forget 
“Hey Siri”



The iPhone Class Is
Not Sponsored By The

Library but Is Hosted By 
Volunteers!

It is offered free of charge 
and no registration is

required.  
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This Does Not Happen!
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Not in Tom’s Wallet!



What’s 
The Latest 

IOS?
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And What 
(Why) Does 
It Matter?

IOS 15 
will allow you 
to add your  

driver’s license  
to your Apple Wallet.



Your Answer…
Reboot Your iPhone Or 

iPad!
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My Apps don’t open. 
I’m not seeing recent calls. 

My microphone is not working. 
I can’t type. 

Siri is not responding to me. 
I can’t make a call.



“My iPhone Has A Virus”!  
No, No, No!

Why do things quit working? 

The number one response…”I didn’t do anything”!
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Force restart. 

1.  Older iPads and iPhones, 
hold home button and power  

button until you see the Apple logo . 

2.  Newer iPhones and iPads, 
tap the volume up, then volume down, 
and then hold the power button until 

you see the Apple logo .



When Should I Purchase A New 
iPhone, iPad or Computer

Four Answers 
1.  Purchase when you need it. 

2.  Purchase when you can afford it. 
3.  Purchase now. 

4.  Purchase the newest device you can afford.   

Should I wait until the new one is available? 

There will always be a newer device available! 

You will never have the latest device. 
  

As soon as you purchase the so called “latest” there is a newer one ready to ship to 
your local retailer.   
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Will My iPad Substitute As A Computer?
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https://www.macworld.com/article/234399/13-inch-macbook-pro-ipad-pro-
magic-keyboard-multitasking-cursor-face-id-safari.html
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The cursor isn’t great. 
Multitasking is really not good. 
Working with text is difficult. 

A second display is bad. 
The Magic Keyboard isn’t so magical. 
Working with photos is a struggle. 
There aren’t enough USB-C ports. 

Face ID has limitations. 
Printing is annoying. 

Etc.

https://www.macworld.com/article/234399/13-inch-macbook-pro-ipad-pro-magic-keyboard-multitasking-cursor-face-id-safari.html
https://www.macworld.com/article/234399/13-inch-macbook-pro-ipad-pro-magic-keyboard-multitasking-cursor-face-id-safari.html


Who Is Sending An Email To Me?
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Whoever sent this email 
would like nothing better 
than for you to click here!



At Times I Don’t Like Owning An 
iPhone!

I don’t like getting robo calls. 

I don’t like getting junk emails. 

I don’t like seeing the trash that is now available. 

Especially when children are allowed to “play” with one. 

I don’t like the expense of purchasing one. 

I don’t like the cost of owning one. 

I don’t like the difficulty some have using one.  
  

I don’t like it being a link to dangerous web sites. 

I don’t like how easy it is for people to be duped. 

I don’t like the preoccupation with it. 

I don’t like the influence social media has over us. 

Someone is always trying to sell me Something tells me you are a scammer! Are you one? I would like to know..
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What don’t you like about the iPhone?

How tempted are you 
to pick up your iPhone 

while driving?



Any Thief, Any Liar,
Any Scammer,

Any Enemy.
Any Villain,
Any Bully,

Any Sociopath

can say or do anything on
Facebook, Twitter, an email,

a text message, etc

Not to say, steal your identity or take all  
your money!
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We Laugh But Sad!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPrinD3Fb74


Apple 
Says 

There’s A 
Security 
Breach!
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How Do I “Clean” My iPhone 
& iPad?
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What’s Worse Than Replacing Ink 
Cartridges?
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Replacing a Printer!

Print a page a least once a week! 
Print a test page!



Horrible Text Messages. 
Does Siri have difficulty understanding me?
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Hey Siri, “Send a Voice 
Message”.
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Many of you use Siri to 
send a text message. 

But what Siri thinks you 
said and what you 

actually said  
may be quite different.  

Tap the microphone to  
send a text message.

Tap the microphone here to  
send a voice message.


